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Abstract 

Past research that has examined adult’s attention and memory for the animate/inanimate 

distinction has supported the animate monitoring hypothesis: that humans are predisposed to 

attend to and remember animate objects better than inanimate objects. Although research has 

found that young children can distinguish between animate and inanimate objects, children’s 

memory for animate/inanimate objects has not been examined. It is also not known whether 

children’s memory for specific types of animate objects differs, as some animates such as insects 

seem to be conceptualized in a less animate way. To examine children’s memory for animate and 

inanimate objects, and various animate objects, 4- and 5-year-old children were recruited from 

daycares in Regina and the surrounding area. Participants viewed an action sequence that 

contained either a clear animate (dog), an ambiguous animate (beetle), or an inanimate (lego 

block), and were then asked to imitate the sequence. Findings showed that children in the dog 

condition had superior memory than children in the inanimate condition, congruent with adult 

research and that children in the beetle condition had intermediate memory, indicating ambiguity 

as to the status of this object. The results of this study provide general support for the animate 

monitoring hypothesis, and has implications for enhancing children’s learning through animacy 

in course curriculums.  
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Children’s Memory for Events Involving Animate and Inanimate Objects 

Attention and memory for animacy has been studied substantially by cognitive and 

developmental psychologists for many years. In particular, researchers have distinguished 

between animate and inanimate objects, and studied the effect of this distinction on individuals’ 

capability to retain information. It is important to first establish the definitions of animate and 

inanimate objects used by researchers in this field. Animate objects are referred as possessing 

independent mobility (e.g. animals), whereas inanimate objects lack the power of motion (e.g. 

trees).  

 The majority of research that has looked at the influence of animacy on cognition has 

found that people, in general, have enhanced attention and memory for animate objects in 

comparison to inanimate objects (Nairne, VanArsdall, Pandeirada, Cogdill, & LeBreton, 2013; 

Nairne, VanArsdall, & Cogdill, 2017; New, Cosmides, & Tooby, 2007; Calvillo & Hawkins, 

2016; Van Buren & Scholl, 2017). The theory behind this research is based on an evolutionary 

perspective; per the animate monitoring hypothesis (AMH), humans are born with the propensity 

to attend to and remember animate objects to recognize predators, potential mates, and even food 

sources, as these skills are crucial for survival (New et al., 2007).  

The first study to examine attention to animate objects that examined the AMH was by 

New et al., (2007). They conducted five change blindness experiments, where they looked at 

participants’ response times to detecting the change in animate and inanimate objects through 

photographs of natural scenes. In addition to measuring response times, the five experiments also 

controlled for interest level, expertise, and elementary level perceptual characteristics. The 

results of the study found that participants could detect changes to animate objects more 

frequently and more quickly than inanimate objects, without the influences of how interesting the 
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objects were, their expertise with the objects, and not a result of lower level features of 

perception. This study provided support for the AMH, that humans are governed to attend more 

to animate objects in comparison to inanimate objects, regardless of experience or how 

compelling the objects are.  

However, Hagen and Laeng (2016) have challenged this hypothesis. They conducted 

further tests of the AMH and a more careful analysis of the New et al., (2007) stimuli and 

procedure. In a first experiment, animate and inanimate objects were arranged in an artificial 

scene and participants were randomly placed into one experiment or another, where each 

experiment consisted of a set of various images. Results found greater detection for artifacts in 

the first experiment group, while the second experiment group showed faster detection for 

animates. They concluded that the location of objects is a strong predictor of change detection 

performance. In a second experiment, where they replicated New et al., (2007), but replaced 

animate objects with inanimate objects in three conditions. The first condition was identical to 

that of New et al., (2007), containing an animate object, the second condition was an artifact, and 

the third condition was an animate object, but one that was not used in New et al., (2007). 

Researchers hypothesized a dramatic decrease in detection times for the inanimate objects 

compared to the results found in New et al., (2007), that is if the animate monitoring hypothesis 

holds true. The results were not replicated, and instead the inanimate objects that were placed in 

the same position as the as the animate objects in the New et al. (2007), showed increased 

response times.  

Although Hagen and Laeng (2016) did not find support for the AMH, this does not 

necessarily mean that the hypothesis is incorrect, but rather that the animate/inanimate 

distinction could be stronger in certain contexts compared to others. However, the eccentric 
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scenes in the second experiment is a confound (i.e. stroller in the middle of the road with no 

owner). People would most likely attend to and have better memory for scenes that are out of the 

ordinary, which could be the reason behind the decreased response times for the inanimate 

objects in their second experiment. Therefore, more research should be done to specify the nature 

of these results using the change blindness paradigm.  

Contrary to the results by Hagen and Laeng (2016), more consistent research has shown a 

copious amount of evidence supporting the animate monitoring hypothesis. One study conducted 

by Calvillo & Hawkins (2016) looked at three competing hypotheses (one being the AMH) that 

are likely to capture full attention, while therefore, enhancing memory. The researchers looked at 

which of these three hypotheses was given the most support in two inattentional blindness tasks. 

In both experiments, the researchers found support solely for the animate monitoring hypothesis 

that suggests humans are predisposed to attend to animate objects.  

 Additional evidence is provided for the AMH in a study conducted by Cogdill, Nairne, & 

Pandeirada (2016), where participants showed enhanced memory for objects that were touched 

and manipulated by animate objects and decreased memory for objects touched by inanimate 

objects. Increased memory for animate words in a free recall task is also in line with the AMH; 

(Nairne et al. (2013) were interested in animate objects being a predictor of retention. After 

running a statistical analysis, researchers did indeed find animacy to be a strong explanatory 

variable in memory recall. Therefore, researchers wanted to test this, so they asked participants 

to memorize twelve animate and twelve inanimate words intertwined in a list to equal twenty-

four words in total. They were then presented with a distractor task before being asked to freely 

recall the list of words. The results showed superiority for the number of animate words recalled 

in comparison to inanimate words.  
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 Bonin et al. (2014) also found enhanced retention for animates in comparison to 

inanimates in three separate experiments. In the first experiment, researchers defined animate 

versus inanimate and then asked participants to categorize words as either animate or inanimate. 

After a distraction task, participants were asked to freely recall the words. Results found that 

participants remembered animate words better than inanimate words. In the second experiment, 

participants were shown pictures of the words used in the first experiment. Participants also had 

enhanced memory for animate pictures than inanimate pictures. Finally, in the third experiment, 

the participants completed the same procedure as experiment one, however, instead of a final 

recall task, participants were told to say if they recognized a word from the initial list of animate 

and inanimate words. Results indicated that participants recognized animate words more than 

inanimate words. Bonin et al. (2014) provides evidence that individuals have enhanced memory 

for animacy no matter what form it is presented in, which once again, provides support for the 

AMH. 

 Recent research has expanded the AMH by examining individual’s memory for 

animate/inanimate objects using actions rather than words and photos. Singh & Loucks 

(unsubmitted manuscript), were the first to look at adult’s memory for animate and inanimate 

objects in complex action sequences through imitation. Participants were shown a four-step 

action sequence with five objects that either involved a toy dog (animate condition) or a lego 

block (inanimate condition). Following the demonstration participants engaged in other tasks for 

approximately 10 minutes, after which they were given a surprise recall task for the sequence. 

Results indicated that action sequences were better imitated in the animate condition in 

comparison to the inanimate condition. These findings allow researchers to conclude that people 
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have better memory for animate objects even for complex action sequences, therefore, providing 

additional support for the AMH.   

 Although the AMH has been upheld in a variety of studies, the participants thus far have 

only consisted of adults. Therefore, researchers are unable to determine whether their enhanced 

attention and memory for animates is innate or has been learned. If children’s memory for 

animate objects is similar to those of adults, then developmental psychologists can more readily 

attribute findings of these studies to innate mechanisms, as is suggested by the AMH. 

 Before research is conducted to look at children’s memory for animate objects in 

comparison to inanimate objects, it is important to determine if, and when, children can identify 

this distinction. Gelman and Gottfried (1996) looked at three and four-year-old children’s 

explanations of animate and inanimate objects. The participants watched videotapes of moving 

animate and inanimate objects.  The children were asked questions such as “Did something 

inside this make it move?”, or “Did this move by itself?”. The participants responded to the 

variety of questions by describing the movements of the animate objects to be something built-in 

allowing it to move on its own, whereas they described the movements of inanimate objects to be 

caused by human actions. In addition to these explanations of animate and inanimate 

movements, even when the inanimate objects moved on their own, the children were still more 

likely to describe the movement as something else causing it (i.e. batteries). The results of the 

studies indicated that children can distinguish between animate and inanimate objects, based on 

their explanations of the cause of their movements, which emerges fairly early in life. 

 In addition to simply just distinguishing between animate and inanimate objects, 

researchers looked at whether children can distinguish between different types of animate 

objects. A study conducted by Jipson and Gelman (2007) looked at how children and adults 
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thought and talked about a variety of animates. However, for the importance of the current 

research, is it only relevant to look at two of the animate objects analyzed in the study. Three, 

four and five-year-old children, as well as adults, were asked questions about a degu and a 

starfish. These questions were based on a variety of properties, such as biological (i.e. does this 

one eat? Does this one grow?), psychological (i.e. can this one think? Can this one feel happy?), 

and perceptual (i.e. can this one see? If I tickled this one, would it feel it?). The results indicated 

that both children and adults credit the degu with biological, psychological and perceptual 

properties, whereas they only grant the starfish biological status. From this study, researchers 

concluded that children do not only think about animate objects differently, but they are 

confused as to whether specific animates (i.e. starfish) are more animate or inanimate.  

 Since there is an abundance of research supporting the idea that adults have enhanced 

memory for animate objects in comparison to inanimate objects, even for complex action 

sequences, which is in line with the AMH, and that children can distinguish between animate and 

inanimate objects, there is a need for research to be conducted on children’s memory for animate 

and inanimate objects. Therefore, in the current study, the first question researchers seek to 

answer is, is children’s memory for animate objects better than inanimate objects in an action 

sequence, similar to adults? In addition to children’s memory for animate versus inanimate 

objects, research indicates there is a difference in how different types of animate entities are 

conceptualized. Although past research has indicated that children think about animate objects 

differently from one another, that does not necessarily mean that they will remember these types 

of objects differently, which is also what the current research is working toward answering.  

 Researchers will conduct a memory task, similar to the complex action sequence Singh & 

Loucks (unsubmitted manuscript) conducted, where they will analyze children’s memory for the 
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animate, inanimate, and in between objects (an animate object that is sometimes categorized as 

inanimate). In addition, researchers plan to analyze the relationship between the in between 

condition (i.e. beetle) and a starfish that is shown in a short video followed by questions asked 

about it. In particular, how well the participants remember the beetle and how animate the 

children believe the starfish is based on how they respond to the questions.  

Methods 

Participants 

 68 four and five-year-old children, were recruited from government run daycares in 

Regina, Saskatchewan and the surrounding area to investigate children’s memory for animate 

and inanimate objects, as well as, children’s memory for various animates. 8 of those participants 

were excluded due to their failure to attempt to remember (n = 7), or intellectual disabilities 

preventing them from understanding the assigned task (n = 1).  The participants were 

compensated by choosing a toy to take home, whether they completed the study or not.  

Stimuli  

The participants were randomly assigned to one of three possible conditions; animate, 

inanimate, or in between animate and inanimate. The animate condition involves is a small, 

brown and white, toy dog, about 5cm large, the inanimate condition contains a small lego block 

that is 5cm and grey and white in colour, and the in between animate and inanimate condition is 

a small toy beetle that is the same size as the other objects and is green and orange in colour. All 

the objects are similar in size to one another. In all the conditions, the researcher demonstrated a 

sequence of actions containing six target actions on a black board. The six target actions 

included: 1) a green stick 2) three red building blocks stacked on top of one another, 3) a wooden 

ring, 4) wooden bead 5) a blue square block, and 6) a yellow plastic printer spool. The green 
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stick was placed on the top right of the board, and the red building blocks was placed on the top 

left. The wooden ring was at the bottom middle of the board, whereas the wooden bead was 

placed at the top of the board, in the middle. Finally, the blue square block was on the bottom 

right of the board, and the yellow printer spool was on the bottom left. 

 These six objects are used in an action sequence demonstration in all three conditions. 

The researcher began by tapping the green stick on the object (i.e. dog, beetle, lego), that was 

followed by the object climbing up the red building blocks and back down. The third action is 

the wooden ring being placed over the objects and then twisting the ring 180 degrees. The fourth 

action follows by the object pushing the wooden bead to the right and back to the left. This is 

followed by the object stamping the top of the blue block. Finally, the sixth action is making two 

full circles around the object with the yellow printer spool. 

 Those participants that are in the beetle condition only were asked two questions: “Do 

you think bugs are cool or yucky?” and “Do you think bugs are scary?”. Finally, the participants 

were shown a short thirty second video of a starfish moving on an iPad. The video is followed by 

six questions regarding the starfish in the video. These questions include: 1) “Does this one 

grow?”, 2) “Does this one eat?”, 3) “Can this one feel happy?”  4) “Can this one think?” 5) “Can 

this one see things?”, and 6) “If I tickled this one, would it feel it?”. These questions were pulled 

directly from the study by Jipson & Gelman (2007).  

Procedure  

 The researcher and the participant were seated at a table in a quiet room. The participants 

were videotaped during the study, so researchers could code how well the participants 

remembered the six-step action sequence demonstration, as well as, how the children answered 

the beetle and starfish questions. At the beginning of the study, the researcher began by saying 
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“OK, I have something cool to show you”. The researcher brought out the board with the six 

target actions on it, along with the condition object for that particular participant. The researcher 

then said “OK, watch this”. This is when the researcher demonstrated the six-step action 

sequence. After the demonstration, the researcher said “There! Now, I am going to put this away 

for a little while, and we will do something else, and then I’ll bring it back so you can have a 

turn”. The researcher then read a book to the participant, about colour, which served as a 5-

minute distractor task. Following the distraction task is the sequence recall task, where the 

researcher brought back the board with the target actions on it and said to the child, “OK, now it 

is your turn with this. Can you do what I did?”. The children are in the beetle condition only 

were asked the two questions about bugs (i.e. “Do you think bugs are cool or yucky?” and “Do 

you think bugs are scary?”). Finally, no matter what condition the participant was in, the 

researcher told the participant, “For the last thing, I am going to show you a short movie on this 

iPad, and then ask you some questions about it”. Once the video is completed the researcher 

asked the participant the six questions, taken from Jipson & Gelman (2007), about the starfish. 

The participants were then told they were all done and chose a toy to take home.  

Coding  

 Children could receive a possible score from 0-6 based on how well they remembered the 

target actions. They received a 0 if the target action was completely forgotten or incorrectly 

recalled, a 0.5 is they recalled part of the action, and a 1 if they recalled the action correctly. For 

example, if a participant only tapped the green stick twice, they received a 0.5 for recalling part 

of the action. In regards to the starfish questions, participants could also receive another possible 

score from 0-6. The participants received a 1 for every time they answered yes to a question, and 

a 0 for every question they answered no to.  
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Results 

To analyze the data between the three conditions, a one-way analysis of variance was run 

and determined that there was a statistically significant difference between the three conditions, 

F (2, 58) = 3.504, p = .037. A Tukey post-hoc test revealed that the lego condition and the dog 

condition differed significantly at p < .05. The beetle condition was not significantly different 

from the other two groups, lying in the middle. The results are displayed in Figure 1. 

Researchers also analyzed the relationship between the participant’s memory for the action 

sequence, in the beetle condition only, and their responses to the starfish questions. There was a 

negative correlation between the two variables, r (17) = -.496, p = .031.  

Discussion  

Since previous studies have not been able to determine if individual’s enhanced memory for 

animate objects is learned or innate, due to the research being limited to adult populations, this 

study allowed researchers to attribute the enhanced memory to more innate mechanisms, due to 

similar results being found in children, that the dog was remembered significantly better than the 

lego. Since children had enhanced memory for the dog in comparison to the lego, there is support 

for the animate-monitoring hypothesis; that is, humans are predisposed to remember and attend 

to animate objects in comparison to inanimate objects as a type of survival mechanism. 

 As the current study provides support for children having enhanced memory for animate 

objects, learning using animate objects could potentially be included in course curriculums to 

enhance children’s learning. Since the results hold true for the hypothesis that children have 

better memory for animates, similar to previous research on adults, there is clear evidence for 

animacy having an effect on memory. Therefore, children could benefit from learning using 

animate objects. For example, research has found that individuals have an easier time learning a 
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foreign language if they begin by learning animate words first (Nairne et al., 2013). Since the 

results of the current study are concurrent with the prediction of participants having enhanced 

memory for animate objects, the findings support this idea of animacy advancing learning, if 

included in educational settings. For example, children can learn to count using animate objects 

or first learn words that refer to animates rather than inanimates.  

These results have implications for how researchers think about the animate and inanimate 

distinction, since the dog was remembered better than the beetle. Researchers can conclude that 

children categorize various animate objects differently. The results of the study allow researchers 

to infer that children’s memory for different types of animate objects is similar to how they think 

about various animates (Jipson & Gelman, 2007). That is, concluding that children are confused 

as to how much animacy certain animate objects possess which is why the participants 

remembered the beetle in between the dog and the lego, therefore, indicating that they perceive 

certain animates to be more animate and others to be more inanimate. Ultimately, the current 

study supports the animate-monitoring hypothesis in children, which provides support for 

enhanced memory for animacy as an innate mechanism, and the current study also allowed 

researchers to gain insight into how children remember various animate objects.  
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Figure 1. The participants’ mean scores for each of conditions.  
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